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IN THE SUPREME COURT
of the

STATE OF UTAH
1:\TTER~! ATION AL BROTHERHOOD
OF TEAMSTERS, CHAUPFEURS,
A:'\JD HELPERS OF AMERICA, LOCALS NO. 222 and 976~ for and on

behalf of

fTl embership,

PetitionerJ and Appellants,.

Case No.

9063

vs.
BOARD OF REVIEW OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE
STATE OF UTAH, DEP ARTJ\IIENT
OF El\1PLOYMENT

S~CCRITY,

et al

Respondents.

~-

RESPONDENT'S BRIEF

STAT~l\-1.EI\'T' OF

THE CASE

On August 25] 1958, Mr. FuJlmer H. Latter a.s the
authorized representative of Teamsters Local Unions No. 222
of Salt Lake City and No. 976 of Ogden, Utah, :filed a written
1
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.appeal on behalf o_f all claimants represented by the union
for collective bargaining purposes who came within the pur~
view ·of a decision of a representative of the Utah Department
of Employment Security denying unemployment benefits to
those claimants -effective August lOJ 1958~ on the grounds
that their unemployment was due to a stoppage of work which
existed because of a strike involving their grade~ class or group
of workers in the establishment where they were last em·
ployed+ These included long-line and terminal workers.
The matter was duly heatd by the Appeals Referee who on

the 8th day of October,

1958~

affirmed the decision of the

Department representative. The parties were noti£ ed of the
Appeals Referee~s decision and on the 15th day of Octobert

for the claimants filed an application £or leave
to appeai to the Board of Review of the Industrial Commission
of Utah. On the 20th day of Oc~obert 1958, an amendment
to the application for 1eave to appeal was filed with the Board
of Review~
19 58) co tinsel

On the 5th day of February~ 1959, the Board of Review

issued an order permitting the taking of additional testimony.
On the 3 rd day of April~ 19 59~ the Board of Review affirmed
the decision of the Department representative and the Appeals
Referee. On the 10th day of April~ 1959t the counsel for the
claimants filed a petition for reconsideration of the Board's
decisi~n and on the 2 2nd day of April~ 1959~ the Board denied
the claimanf s petition for reconsideration. The matter is now
be fore this Court on a petition for review of the decision.

2
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STATEMENT OF FACTS·
.For a number 9~ year:s truck. ~.ompanies qperati~g m. Utah
and Idahq, including ~ nter~_ta.te ;Mo~~r -Lines; .Up~Arizon~
Freight lines; .GaJ;"_tett. Freight Lines, Inc7; GalJ~gh~r. ·_.Freight
Lines, In_c.; Cons?l~dated Freight .Li.pes~·· Inc.; )tingsby.~ J:lac~fi~
I;nt~rmo~n~ain Express; .In land F ~eight, L,in es; et .;1l '· have been
or g.anized i~ to the Intermountain 0 per.ator ~ s Leagl}e and as. such
have bargained for. the individual employ~rs in labor negotia~

tions with the local unions of the Local Brotherhood of Teamsters~· Chauffeurs· and

Helpers of America .· (in Utah and Idaho) .

The Utah and Idaho local unionst each comprised of both-longline and terminal workers, were or g~ized into Joint .Council
No~

67,· the "Intermountain Operat~rs League bargaining as a

unit for the employers and. the teamsters bargaining as a unit-for
the respective 1a cal members As a result .of .such .bar gaifJ.ing~
four agreements were reached covering the period· from: 19551958." Such bargaining resulted in (a) the 1955-1958 . Master
r

Labor Agreement covering all workers .\vith reference among
other things to union recognition~ union security~ hiring· procedure, discharge_ and sus pens ion) uni£ orms~ mileage, safety~
seniority in lay--offs and rehiring, transfer of employees~ Checkoff and union dues, health and welfare, pension fund,·, griev~
ance procedure and arbitration; (b) 1955-1958 Long~ Line
Sleeper Cab Supplement, dealing with ·minimum rates of pay,
hours of service, and working conditions for long-line drivers;

(c) 19) 5-19 58 Line Wage Agreement S1-1pplement dealing
with min!mum rates of pay~ haws of service and 'vorking
conditions of ·employees.; and (d) 195 5-19 58 Local Wage
Agreement Supplement dealing Vt'ith minimum rates of pay;J
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hours of service and working conditions of employees for local
cartage or pick~up .and delivery \Vorkers, et al.
In 1955 the parties to ~e long-line contract had signed
or had negotiated contracts on an Eleven Western States basis
(R. 0130). ·

On Fe~ruary 3, 1958, (R~ 0035) the Intermountain Oper~
a tors Le~gue in a letter signed by !vl. L w oxberg~ Cha.ir!Jlan~
Negotiations Comni.ittee, was informed that the Line Wage
Agreement expires May 1} 195 8l and that for the pu~pose
of concluding a new agreement in advance of May 1, the
I

General Haul Division of Western Conference of Teamsters
had established a nine- member negotiating committee~ The

committee was to be known as the Over·tbe-Ro~d Negotia~g
Committee for the Eleven
Western States. The letter informed
..
the Intermountain Operators League that the committee held

signed powers of attorney from practically all local unions
in the Eleven Western States who have line drivers ~·ithin their
membership. The letter extended an invitation to the League
to send a committee to a meeting to be held at the Sir Francis
Drake Hotel .at 1 :30 p.m., February 17 18 in San F rancisco4 The
letter stated that the purpose of the meeting was to acquaint
the League with the authority and plans of the committee rep~
resenting the unions and to discuss a procedure to follow in
negotiations and to answer any questions pertaining to the
w

negotiations.
On Monday~ Febni.acy 17~ 1958) employer organizations
rn the Eleven Western States met with the Over -the~Road
Negotiations Committee for the Eleven Western States at San
4
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Fta:ncisco (Exhibit 6) . At that meeting the

~ion committe~

explained to the employers that the General .Haul Division
of the Western Conference of Teamsters adopted a resolution
in 19 57 which established· an Over~ the;.Road Negotiations
Committee for· the Eleven ·Western States and that the committee con sis ted of a representative from each Joint Council
in the Eleven Western Stat~tes and that the committee was duly
established u~der .t;he bylaws and the operat~ng procedure
the Union~s Western Conference and that the· committee
would constitute the official negotiatiri.g committee for the
Over-the-Road Drivers in the Eleven Western States for the
For-Hire Trucking Industryr The chairman of the 'union committee point~d out that the power of attorney giv'es. the a~thor
ity to the committee to' negotiate and negotiate only~ and •
upon arri vi.ng at a n1eeting of minds on a contract, the contract
would be submitted back to the local uilions ··and the· memb~r~
for .aCceptance or rejection. He pointed out that the power
6£ attorney did not give authority to the Over-the-R9ad Negotiations Committee to conclude a contract. A~ that mee~ng
the unio~ chairman advised the employer representatives that
the 'procedure followed in the past of .not ha-v'ing the international union sign the COntract \VOuld be changed and that
the 1nter~ational would. be a party to it. after it .was· approved
by the internationai ~ The chairman further in£ armed· the
empi oyer .r~pres~ta tives that it was the intent
~he nego'tiating . committee. to negotiate a uniform contract an~ that
the union recognized that ~Then it came to short lines it recognized that uniformity might be llnpossibJe in some areas and
that in cases of necessity the d efiniti on of a short line which
would apply to a particular state or area . would be classified

of

of

5
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m a suppl~ent covering that state~ The union chairman
advised the ~employers th.at the negotiating committee pro·
posed to present and distribute to the employers a complete master contract in complete language which would be used fo·r the
basis of negotiations~ It ~T a.s further pointed out by. the union
that it was· the union intent that the pick-up and deli very agreement follo~r the master contract and that any referring to costs
would be deleted from the master and would be contained
in supplements. A master would then cover known disr
tinct cost items such as serurityJ union shops, hot~cargo,
picket lines, short haul~ grievance procedure, expiration dates
and a formula on least equipment.
On .February 26, 1958, John W. Filipoff, Chairman, 1958
Local Drayage Contract Negotiating Committee, informed
Full1ner . H Latter of Local Union 222 as follows:
+

~~The

so-called
.

~for-hire

local drayage

carriers~
.

represented

by you and/or your organization have recently been, or soon
.w111 be~ served with notice of termination of all existing labor
contracts runrting between these carriers and various Teamsters
Locals representi.ng their employees engaged io local drayage
operations.
t~ Most

of these Teamster Locals have designated the 1958

Local Drayage Contract Negotiating Committee of the Over~
the-RoaduGeneral Hauling Division, Western Conference of
Teamsters (hereinafter called the Negotiating Committee) to
initiate and conduct negotiations calculated to develop labor
con tracts to replace those recently term ina ted.
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1.•Thts negotiating committee is composed of one member
and one alternate of· each Teamsters Joint Council in the
\\lestern Conference, plus the writer, who functions as Com·
mittee Cba·irman.
.uin order that mutually desirable plans may be pr~posed,
S<?nsidered ~nd ma4e for the conduct of 1958 loc;al drayag~
con tract negotiation~ in the respective juris dictions of T earns ters
Joint Councils 28t 37 38~ 42~ 54] 67 ~ and 71, we suggest th~t
the ·far-hire local drayage carriers~ you repres en t select an
indiyidual or committee to meet for half a day with our N ~go
ti~ting Committee at 9:00 a.m~ in the Empire Room at the Sir _
l1.rancis Drake J-:lo tel~ San Fran cisco, Cal iforni8.:, on Th urs day)
March 13~ 1958D (R. 0028).
J

On February 28) 1958~ Fullmer H. Latter, for Local Union
No. 222~directed a letter to the Intermountain Operators League
informing the League that it was the intenti9n of the Teamsters
Local Union No~ 222~ to terminate the 1955·1958 Master
Labor Agreement, the 195 S-19 58 Long Line Sleeper Car Sup~
plement, the 1955-1958 Line Wage Supplement~ and. the 1955~
1958 Loca.l Wage Agreement SuppJement at the time and in
the manner provided in those agreements. He informed the
Operators League that the local union officers were ready,
willing and able and a vail able to confer with the employers
for the purpose of negotiating a new contract (R . 0032).

Although the above communications referred to a· Notice
of Intention to Terminate, actual I y no communication was
ever served upon the employers to terminate the contract

(R. 0010) .
7
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•
Prior to the Notice of Intention to Terminate, Utah
Locals 222 · and 976 in concert with other local unions in the
Eleven Western States, met at San Francisco and formualted
two separate bargaining committees. One committee 'vas made
up of teamster persoooel representing the respective bargaining
units throughout the Eleven Western States for the purp.Js e
of negotiating with the employer for the Over- the· Road Line
Drivers~ both single man position and sleeper on an Eleven
Western States basi~ At the sarne time a separate group kno,vn
as the 19 58 Loca 1 Drayage Contract Negotiators Committee was
formulated, made up ·of different personnel with John W.
F ili poff as Chairman, for the purpose of attempting to establish
a new bargaining unit covering term.ina.l employees throughL

out the Eleven Western States.

Throughout the record a part of these so-called terminal
employees are referred to as pick-up and delivery workers or
local cartage workers ( R. 00 10) .
On February 26, 1958) John W. Filipoff, Chairman of
the 195 8 Local Drayage Committee, notified the Intermountain
Operators League that the union was requesting a meeting
in San Francisco on March 13l 1.958~ for the purpose of negotiating. local drayage issues (R. 0039) ~

0 n March 5) 19 58~ Louis H. Callister, Secretary of the
Intermountain Operators League wrote John W. Filipofi
informing him that the members of the Intermountain Operators League desired to continue their negotiations · on a state

level as they had done in the past (R. 0042).
8
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On March· 17 ~ 19 SS, John W. Filipoff directed a 1etter
to the Intermountain Operators League informing the League
that although the local unions in the Eleven Western States had
re$pe<:tively: given power of _attorney to the 1958 Local Dray~
age Contract Negotiating Committee.· of the Over-the-Road.
-General Haul Division~ Western Conference of Teamsters,
the .Intermountain Operators League and all other employer
groups for reasons best known to them, did not see fit to attend
the March. 13 meeting in San Francisco. The letter informed
the League that the Local Drayage Negotiating Committee.
would proceed

to conduct necessary 19 58 local drayage contract

negotiations for ~he local union5 with the League at such time
and -place as might be mutually agreed upon (R. 0043).

·

On March 20, 1958~ the Intermountain League, through
its Secretary, informed John W+ Filipoff that the League again
reiterated its position that questions tegar ding local drayage

ind pick-up and delivery belonged to the.localleve1 (R. 0045) .·
On March 25, 1958~ John W. Filipoff informed the _Intermountain Operators League that the Contract Negotiations
Committee would be in touch with the League for the purpose
of setting a date for negotiations in Salt Lake City in the near
future ( R. 0046) .
On March 26~ 195 8~ John W FilipoH directed a letter to
+

Fullmer H. Latter of Local Union No+ 222, informing him that
tb~ 1958 Local.

Drayage Contract Negotiating Committee

o~

Over ~the- Road---General Hauling Division~ West~ rn Con£ er~
~ce

of Teamste:rs would in the very near_ future be in toll:c~
witb the local union for the purpose of fixing a date to coni-

9
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rnence 1958 local pick-up and delivery drayage negotiations,
to be held in Salt Lake ~ity (R. 0047).

With that 1etter were enclosed two copies of a so-called
~-=Master Contract Proposar' together with a !tatement that
the committee proposed that all basic 1958 contract provisions,
i.e. scopej t:overage, working conditionsj f~inge benefits, be
standardized and made uniform within the Eleven W e~tern
States afea. (Italics ours) .
On April 15, 1958, Mr. Callister, for the Intermountain
Operators League, wrote Mr. Filipo.ff thanking him for hi:s
letter of April 11 which enclosed twelve copies of the proposed
Western States Area Local Pick~Up and Delivery Drayage
1\greement. Mr. Callister again _pointed out that the Intermountain Operators League wished to continue their bargairting

unit as they had in the past and that it did not desire to join
~rith the Eleven Western States in a Uniform Labor Agreement
for Local Pick-Up and Delivery Drayage Workers (R~ 0049)~
In the meantime Long Line .Negotiations bad continued
between the employer organizations and the Over· the·Road
Negotiating Committee for the Eleven Western States. On
March 25, 1958, Homer L. WoxbergJ chairman of that committee, submitted a written report to Fullmer H. Latter, Secre·
tary of Local 222 (R. 0037). In his report, Woxberg pointed
out that negotiations were opened in San Francisco on March
11 ~ 19 58, and continued through March 16 with all of the
negotiating committees presenL He stated that prior to the
opening of negotiations a proposed Master Agreement had

10
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been presented to all associations. The n:!port informed Local
222

as follows:

will be contactt;d soon by your Joint C auntil Com~
mitteeman Of altern(:lte, who has been in!tructed bJ the N egoth_tting Committee1 to immediately prepare the necessary
Information requited by the International Union when givi~g
~trike sanction to our local unions. Your Negotiating Committee will adviJe you when to. call s.pecial meetings of -your
membership for the purpose of taking a strike vote if it becomes
neceJsary and negotiations break down. The Line Negotiations
~o.mmittee is wot king closely with the f-ocal .Cartage Committe.e on this p~o cedure.'' (Italics ours.)

'

r~y ou

to

During the meetings in San Francisco and prior
May
27~ 1958, meetings were held by Fullmer H. Latter and several

of the employer rep res en t.3:tives speaking for the In te~mounta~
Operators League. A~ those meetings the terms of t~e_proposed
contract as they ·pertain to terminal employe~s, local drayage
employe~s, and local office workers were discussed (R. 00 1 ~0) .
Under the provisions of the International Constitution,

it was necessary that any proposed contract be submitted to
the union membership and to the International Union for
approval before it could be submitted to the employers~ The
instructions given by the Joint Negotiating Committee to the
local unions was a precautionary measure because at that stage
in March the negotiations had just commenced .and there w·as no way ·of knowing whether or not they would be successful

(R.

0217)

+

11
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•
In April the negotiations \vere moved to Phoenix, Arizona~
because of a lack of adequate accommodations in San Fran cisco+
At the Phoenix meetings the matter of the extension of the line
and pick -up and deli very agreements were discussed. It was
agreed that the employer groups should be given-an opportunity
to consult with their employers on the issuing of such extensions
~vith the new agreements to be retroactive to May 1~ 195 8~ On
or about May 6, the Union Negotiating Committees were
informed that the employer associations in all areas had· ap:.
pioved the extension of agrcements ( R. 0 219) .

During May, the Line Negotiating Committee concluded
in principle a Master. Agreement between the employerS_ and
the union covering line drivers with the result that the com·
mittee contacted all of the unions from all over the Eleven
.Western
States and submitted the master to them for rati,
ficad.on. The master was ratified on or about .May 1 S or 18
and_ the parties proce~ded to start ·nego_tiation~ on the many
supplemental agreements~ there being appro~tely 35 sup·
plemental line agreem.ents in the Eleven Western States (R.
1020) ~

The negotiation of the Master Agreement and the nego·
tiation of Ute Supplemental Agreements followed the agreed
pattern of procedure as pointed out by the Chairman of the
Line Negotiating Committee: ~~ . ~ . when we ha. ve an industry
such as t~e freight industry with many segment$. of it involv~
and many different types of contracts that you are not solving
the p~oblem but just solving one of them-they a.ll have to
be solved so consequently our agreement right in the begin12
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nin g of the negotiation was that no thing would be actual! y
agreed and signed until. we concluded alL That is a normal
proceeding in negotiating where you have multiple problem~
and multiple .contractsn · ( R. 0247~R. 0248).
In the m \11 tipl e negotiations it was the rou t~ne proc ed un~
to go through the process of negotiating the master and
s~ppl ements and ~ending tbe pro p05ed agreetnents back to the
local unions .and then having the local unions vote and based
upon the voting pull the contracts back togeth~r in the joint
negotiating groups and taking a Hlook-see" as to whether or
not the parties can get to get her ( R. 0248) .
The negotiations £or the supplemental agreements for the
line drivers ~roke down about May 25 or 26 (R. 0223) . At
that point the chairman o £ the Line Negotiating Committee
and one or more representatives of that committee~ met with
a few of the key employer representatives at a secret meeting
at the Sir Francis Drake Hotel for the purpose of expJoring
the poS.Sibility of arriving at some understanding that would
alleviate the pressure. Out of that meeting came V!t'hat ·was
generally known as the lvlay 2 7 Memorandum (Exhibit 13-A)

(R. 0224).
This unofficial committee presented the May 27 Memorandum to all of the employers who were in San Fran cisco at
that time and the employers approved it (R+ 0224-·R. · 0225).
Most of items 2 to 13 in that May 27 Memorandum referred

to pick-up and delivery workers and in many cases to 1ine
drivers as well, for example~ with reference to paid holidays
and pensions. Items 4 and 5 pertained to· both pick up and

13
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delivery and line employees. Item 7 pertained to line. workers.Itetn 9 pertained to both pick-up and delivery .and line wotke~.,
Item I 0 pertained to both picJc;up and delivery and line
workers (R+ 0225-R. 0226).
The May 27 proposal ~ras fonvarded to 1 0 3 local unions
'vi tb the instruction to submit it to their membership for ratifi.
cation and with the further instruction that the line drivers
would vote as a unit, Eleven Western States "Wide) but would
break the vote down betvreen line single men .and sleeper cab
so that actually there would be conducted two votes in t;he
line vote; one for the approval for the sleeper c_ab division
and one for the approval of the line singre men (R. 0229).

Under the. agreement and pursuant to the power of attorney
given to the Line Negotiating Corrunittee, the majority vote
of the line workers and not the vote of .the rna jority of the
local unions prevailed and even though in Utah, within Joint
Council 67~ the vote of the members rej~ted the· sleeper cab
provisions,· the over ·a.ll vote of the Eleven Western States
n u~lified that rejection ( R. 0 2 30) ~ The line committee requested
the em players to put this proposal into effect for the 1ine
employees (R. 02 32) . This tbe employers refused to do (R.
0223).
At the time the May 27 Memorandum was agreed to in
San Francisco by the employer and union represeo tativesJ it w .as
agreed that if the memoran4um was approved by the membership and the unions~ there would be a meeting in Seattle at
the time of the Western Conference of Teamsters to conclude
the agreements (R. 0238) .

14
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The May 27 Memorandum was also submitted to· some
of the locals for the vote of the pick ~up ·and delivery workers
and was approved by some and rejected by others. Utah's
pick·up and delivery workers did not vote .on it~ There \vas no
agreement that the vote of the majority of the workers would
over·tide the vote of the local unions (R. 0229) .

On June

6~

1958, the negotiators for the Utah terminal

applicants met in MrL Callister's office (R. · 0051~ R. 0117-8).
The

~mployers

submitted their proposed conditions of war k

but m~de no w~ge proposals (R. 0052-63, R. ~118) . Further
negotiations behveen these parties took place on June 12 (~r
0064-S, Rr 0118). The following day, June 13, Mr~. Callister

of the Intermountain Operators League sent !VIr. Latter of
Joint Council 67 a 1etter and a proposal as to wages ( R~ 007 5:8)
R. 0120) . This proposal showed wage amounts of eight cents,
nine cents and ten cents per hour, re.spectively) for the various
terminal employees listed, where as Exhibit 13, W age Settle4

t

ment-May 27, 1958" (R~ 0050A) contained a blanket raise
of ten cents per hour for ~ll such employees.
· The June 13 proposal listed a raise for clericals in utah
of ten cents, effective Match 1, 1959, whereas th_e May 27
Wage Settlement shows a similar raise for clericals as ear1y

as May 1., 1958+ Me Callisterts June 13 proposal was voted
on by the terminal employees in Joint Council 67 on Junc 1 7
and 18+ The employees voted to accept the employer's plan
for reducing the weekly hours+ Mr. Callister was advised that
there should be an increase in hou~ly wage rates over those
submitted in the June 13 proposal (R+ 0182) .
L5
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On or about June 25~ 1958, the Employers· Negotiating
Committ~~ and the union representatives met in Seattle~ The
Seattle discussions were based primarily on the pick-up .and
delivery and local cartage issues since some local unions had
rejected the memorandum and some had turned it down and
others had not_ reported a vote (Rr 0238). At this time the
Employers~ Negotiating Comm-ittee took .the position :.that
they were negotiating the pick-up and delivery issues o~ an
Eleven Western .States basis (R. 0239) and most of the discussion was on this point (R+ 0240) There was no agreement
betv..Teen the parties because the union took the position that
they were not vested with the authority to Iurn p the votes of
the bargaining units as they pertained to the pick~up and
delivery issues. The uni?n' s position was based upon the fact
that even though the Filipoff Committee had power of attorney
from some 65 per cent of the local unions including the Boise
local which was a mem her of Joint Council 67 to negotiate
on local pick-up and deli very cartage issues, the committee had
never fully functioned because of employer resistance to
r

negotiating those issues on an Eleven Western States basis

(R. 0 240) .

No final agreement was reached at the Seattle

meeting on either the long-line or pick-up and delivery (R.

0244) . At the Seattle meeting the Line Committee informed
the. employers that if t~e provisions of the May 27 Memo-

randum which had been accepted by the line, were sweetened
for the pick-up and delivery workers, the line expected to receive
that ~weetening (R. 0243) . At the Seattle meeting the unions

and what is generally referred to as a

'"~Hoffa

Proposar' re-

quested the employers to sweeten up the Ma.y 27 Memo-
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randumt particularly with reference to the cost of living and
other items.
Subs~quent

to the Seatt~ e meeting~ Local 70 in Oakland)
Cal if o rnia~ went on strike ~d gained a substantial Vtt' age seal c
over and above ~he provisi?ns of the May 27 l\{emorandum
(R. 02 42) . A£ ter the su~c ess£ ul Oakland s~rike~ ]oint Council
38 ln California gave notice to the employers jn that area that
they \Vanted equ~lity with Oakland (R. 0242rR. 0243) ~·-and dema~ded what they referred to as ~'=Oakland Parity. t' Joint

Council 38 not.i:fi.ed the employers they Vlere going to strike.
the local pick up deli-:ery a.n d dock hands ( R. 02 45)
+

r

By telegram, on August 4, 19_58, Mr. E~ A~ Gritch~ Vice
Negotiating
ComChairman of the Western States Employers
.
.
mittee~ notified Mr. Fullmer H. Latter, representative of Joint
Council No. 67 and a me1nber of the Teamsters Joint Negotiations Committee, .that with reference to the strike thre~ t
made by the local union members of Joint Council No+ 38
in California, the employer groups would consider that~ rt A
strike against one would be a strike against altj) employers in
such groups in tb e Eleven Western States ( R. 0130) . (Italics
ours.)

·

After the Gritch telegram~ but prior to August 11, 1958~
the date on which the strike of m em hers of Joint Councl.l
1\1 o. 38 took place~ a meeting was held in San Francisco between
the Over-the-Road or Line Drivers Negotiating Conunittee and
the Employers Negotiating Committee. The teamster 5 committee requested that the employers committee per mit the line
drivers affiliated with Joint ·Council Ko~ 38 unions to continue
17
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iJ

to work and pull line load rigs· into and out of any .local union
affiliated with Joint Council No. 38. A representative of Joint
Council No~ 38 was present at that .meeting. The employers
committee took the matter under advisement and on or about
August 9, advised the teamsters committeee that their request
was ·unacceptab Je and that the employers did not choose to
operate in that fashion (R. 0237 and R. 0130) . . · ·
On August 11, 1958, Joint Council No+ 38 called a strike
against the employers within its jurisdiction. Whereupon the
employers generalLy in tb e Eleven \V e5 tern States ·began curtailing operations (R. 02 37).. By August 15, 1958, the stoppage·
of \Vork at the premises of the employers of the appeUants
he rein was subs tanti.a.ll y complete.

The further negotiations which took place subsequent to
August ll~ the date of the strike, are probably best summarized
by the testimony of Woxberg, Chairman of the Long Line
Negotiating Committee~ ~~During the strike) which lasted
thirty -seven days, the exact date I couldn t tell you~ but someone proposed a meeting in Washington, D. C., of all in.terested
parties, with the result that a committee of the union· repre•
sen ta tives~ unoffici.a.l~ committee of em players, went to Wash·
ington. I refused to attend that meeting. I did not go~ and so
advis~d those people who went to WashingtonJ both employers
t

and uni?n representatives as

well~

that we had concluded a

line agreement with out employers.· There was no need for

me to go to

Washington~

Any problems that we had governing

line drivers in the West can be settled· in the \'Vest, with the
results that the meeting in Washington was confined to working
18
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out pick-up and delivery and local solutions to the problems.

UFor example, much time was spent on the particular pickup and delivety problems of Denv~r~ A formula_ was worked
out for the Denver group; much time was spent for the problems. in Utah~ a fa rmula was worked out which was different
than the Denver one; much time was spent on the Valley settlement~ which was a formula that exceeded any other formula
that was gran ted to any other area. In other words) they came
out with a large slice of the pie. They concluded all those
local pick-up and delivery problems, and. established a fonnula.
That meeting adjourned in Washington after ·many people had
applied their names to the bottom of these understandings,
and was reconvened here in San Francisco. (Italics ours.)
!(Reconvening in San Francisco we then proceeded t~
iron out what was left of the problems covering the line ~ . .
The employers granted to the line unions the cost of living''

(R.

024S~R.

0246).

As a result of the tentative agreement having been reached
in Washington, D. C., vlith reference to pick· up and delivery

problems and the :final agr eeme:nt ha v.in g been reached with
reference to -line problems, the work stoppage in the Eleven
Western States ended and operations vrere resumed on Septem. .

be.r 17 and 18, 1958.
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STATEMENT OF POINTS
POINT ONE

THE FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND DEClSION
OF r~n COM1iiSSION~ THE APPEALS REFEREE. ANii
THE. BOARD Of REVIEW ARE SUPPORtED BY. THE.
.

.

.

EVIDENCE.

POINT TWO
. THE CN.EMPLOYMENT OF THE CLAIMANTS HERE~
IK WAS DCE ·TO A STOPPAGE OF WORK WHICH EX·IS1'ED BECAUSE OF A S1RIKE INVOLVING THEIR
GR!\-DE~ CLASS OR GROUP OF WORKERS AT THE FACTORY OR ESTABLISHMENT AT WHICH THEY WERE
LAST EMPLOYED.

ARGU:MENT

POINT ONE
THE FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND DECISION
OF THE COMMISSION, THE APPEALS REFEREE AND
THE BoARD OF REVIEW ARE SUPPORTED BY THE
EVIDENCE.

In our statement of facts we have set forth the events
as they occurred, showing those which may be construed as
mitigating against the decision appealed ftom as well as those
supporting that decision~

20
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The continued- objections of the Intermountain Operators
League to the negotiation of new contracts £or terminal employees on an Eleven Western States basis are clearly outlined
as is the fact that the Utah locals in Joint Council 6 7 did not
gi:v_e formal pow.er of attorney to the Eleven W~stern States
Local Dta ya ge Contract Comtnittee to negotiate terminal issues
for those Utah locals.
If this case is to be decided on the issue of the granting
of express powers of attorney to negotiate and the unwi 11 ingness
of the Intermountain Operators Lea. gue to negotiate terminal

issues on an Eleven \'?_estern States basis, the decision appealed
froni. must be reversed and benefits paid to the claimants~ Such·

a position must necessarily disregard the preponderance of
evidence which establishes a.n Eleven Western States bargaining pattern for both the long-line and the terminal workers,
the effect of w bich ·was to make any possible .final agreement in
any one a.rea dependent upon agreement in all areas in the
Eleven Western States~ With _few exceptions each of the
locils in the Eleven Western States included in its membership
both long-line and terminal workers. In some cases the same
local bargaine~ for clerica1 and other employees. The services
of all employees were essentially integrated in the operations
of the employer. A strike by the terffiinal employees would

have a pronounced effect on the performance of the long-line
workers and vice versa. In a large measure each was dependent
upon the other .

At the time negotiations started and at the time of the
strike of Joint Council 38 the long"l.ine worke~s were operating
21
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,

under· agreem~ts which -were applicable. to all -long~ line. workers in the-. Eleven Western States~ and .tb e tem1irial· workers
~~re covered by separate agreements which. w.ere applicable -to
the locals in ..their respective joint coundls (R. 013.0) ~ .... The_

1'95 S-1958 terminal worker agreements were negotiated·: sepa~--- . .
rately by each joint council. With few exceptions thc.agreements·;
covering terminal workers \Vete effective to Aptil :30> ., 19 5:8-l.
in case either party gave 60 days notice of its intent of terminating or modifying~ otherwise,. the agreements continued
on a year-to-year basis (R. 0107) ~ The Utah agreements~ cat-·
tied: this April 30~ 1958~ date.
~-~-·; Now ~ye come to the events which t~ok place betWe~n
.
·.
Febr~ary
and
_September
of
1958.
The
Commission
repr_e~enta:
.
.
.
. ..
~··-

'

t~ve~

the. Appe~s Referee and the Board of Rev~~ p~op~ly
con~~de.d th~t·. those ~ents in~trlcab~y involved the .~art·1~~:
in a ~arg.8.:ining situation wherein the final settlement o.f each

problem fot. each segment of workers was more or less d~.
pend ~nt ~P?n ~ genera~ Eleven Western States i1;l_d~s_try:wi4_e.
agreement of issues~ Not ~til such general agr~ment was
reached was the work stoppage ended. We .do not
contend.
.
th~ t all of the sol uti<?ns to local problems resulted in a single
uniform settlement. Th:;It, of course, was not true. The bulk
.
of the provisions of the Master Agreem~ts~ of coursel did
apply to the Eleven Western States.
In February of 19 58, in preparation for an Eleven Western
States notice of intent to terminate the 1955-1958 agrefment,
Local_s 222 and 976 (Utah) met in San Francisco v.ri th local
unions of the Eleven Western States and formulated tv?o Eleven
Western States bargaining committees+ These meetings were
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held as a result of .communications sent out by the Geqe.ral
Hauling_ Division~ Over-the-Road Division of the Western

Conference of Teamsters~ These two committees were the 1958
Local Drayage Contract Committee for the Eleven Western
States and the Over -the-Road. Negotiations <Z.ommitte·e for the
Eleven Western States (R. 0110}. F. T. Batdwin~ -Locai 48 3~
Boise~

and Fullmer Latter) Local 2 22l w.ere appointed member and ·alternate on the local drayage ·committee.
The first. jnformation whicp th ~ e~ ploye rs and th_eir :or-.
ganiza tions had of the formulation of these committees a.ppar·

ently came from letters sent by the Chairman of the twt? committees on the .respective .dates of February 3 and february 26~
1958~

in which the employe~s were informed in essence that
they would. shortly receive· notices o£ intent to terminate the.
1955'-1958 a·gniements in the Eleven Western States which had
an ~ding ·date· of ·April 30. It must be noted. that
first'
information 6~ the intent to bargain for· new agreeinents.·came
not )from the loeals · but from these · Eleven Western· States

the

committees.
·!,

It is obvious· from the ·r:ecord that the employers agree'd·
a~ter the long-line committee and ~mployer meeting in San
F~an~isco ·on. February 17~18 _t~t bargaining ~outd be ,c~n~
ducted fqr the. line. workers on an Eleve~ W ~stern Sta~es basis,..
There was,· .however~ ·c~ntinued qppo~ition particuhirly from
I~ter~ountain .Ope~ators League to s~ch joint. negotiations
£OI pick~·up and d~l~ very <? r termina 1 workers. Th i_s 0 p position.
was.vo1ced.fr~m time.tQ time in writing by the League·. These
letters .fro~ .the Le~g~e,. however~ were not a~k~owledged ~-n.d

the
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the Eleven West~rn States 1:-ocal Drayage Committee Chairman
continued to correspond with the Intermountain Operatots·
.League just as if no objections had been voiced ..One of these
letters from the Chairman of the Local Drayage Committee
(R~ 004 3) invited the Intermountain . Operators League and
other employer groups to attend .a meeting in San Francisco·
on March 1.3. The employers in the Eleven Western States
failed to attend that m~eting of the Loca I Drayage Committee,
and subsequent thereto the Local Drayage Committee Chair.
man notified the employers that if it would proceed to conduct
contract negotiations for local unions with the League at such
time and place as might be mutually agreed upon (R. 0043).
There is no record of such meetjngs taking place~

The situation was different with .the l.on g~1ine negoti~ tio~,
and .the ernplayers met with that committee starting March 11.
Attention is called to the fact that prior to. any meeting dealing.
with direct negotiations of Master Agreements a Master Agree·
ment for the long-line and the Master Agreement for the local
pic~-up and deli very workers complete in every de~il was
submitted to the em players with the announcement that those
Master Agreements would form the basis for negotiations.
On or about March 2 5 ~ 19 58~ the Chairman of the long·
line negotiating committee submitted a report of progress to
.
.
the various local unions) and among other thiJ;Igs at that time
informed them that the 1ocalt s particular joint council com·
mitteeman or alternate had been instructed by the negotiating
committee to immediately prepare the necessary information
required by the International Union when giving strike sanction
to our local unions (R. 0037).
24
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The long.: line negotiating committee in a meeting at
Phoenix with the employer .representatives· in April raised a
question on the extension of the line. and pick-up ·and delivery_
agreements beyond April :)O} 1958, and asked the employers
to consult and let the. unions · know their conclusion on the
propos·ed extension. of the 195 5-19 58 agreements during
tiations .. This same employer group acting for all the workers,
long~line and terminal, on or about May 6 informed the· union·
committee that the 1955-1958 agreements would be extended
retroactive to May 1, 1958~ Here then we have the· first con- crete situation in· which the employer group (representing
all segments of the .industries -with .reference to all types of

nego-

workers) nego·tiated . on an Elev~n Western States basis for
both the long& line and. the local drayage workers ( R. 0 219)

r

.Our in!? the following n:-on th of }ffa y the 1ong·1 ine neg9tiating committee working ~dth the employer colll?littee con~
eluded in principle a Master Agreement. Pursuant to the

reqUired procedure that the Master must .first be approved
for the ·unions before· negotiations · of the supplemental agreements · were carried out, the .Master was s ubmittt~d to the
unions and ratifi ~d . ( R. 102 0) . At this time there is still n6.
evidence of any negotiations on the Master Agreement. ·with
reference to the local pick~up and delivery on terminal workers+
Subsequ·ent to the. general a-greement on the line .J\las ter the.
negotiation on the approximateI y 3 5 supplemental line agreements broke down.
.

.

· At this point in negotiations we have a compi ete departure
from committee negotiations. On May 27 at a secret meeting.
in San Francisco a Chairman of the line. negotiations committee
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il!l

and one or more representatives of the un1ons met with a
few employer representatives for the purpose .of· exploring the
possibility of arriving at some understanding that would

alleviate the stalemate. Out of this meeting came what was
generally to be known as the May 2 7, 1958, Wage Settlement
(Exhibit 13a and R. 0224). This May 27 \)'/age Settlement
contained provisions de:Jling with both the long-line and lond·
drayage \VO rkers+ Here then was the second concrete example
of Eleven Wes-tern States bargaining on both the long·line and.
local drayage workers by a group now which had no legal
power of attorney to negotiate for either the long-line or the
local drayage workers. This ·May 27 Wage Settlement \vas on
the following day submitted to some 40 or more employer
rep resenta ti ves and the representatives of the local unions
and it ~~as approved by these two groups for submittal to the
locals in the Eleven Western States for their approval or
~sapproval.

The agreement was sent to the locals and the long-line
workers by a majority vote of the total line membership voted
to accept the provisions which applied to the long-line workers.
A number of the local unions voted to accept the provisions
tv hich

applied to pick-up and delivery war kers. A number of

the locals voted to reject the pick-up and delivery provisions+
In Utah the records show that the p~ck- up and delivery issues
were not submitted to the local pick-up and delivery employees
for their vote.

The appellants make a particular point of the fact that
no po~rer of attorney had been given by the Utah locals for
joint negotiations with reference to · pick-up and delivery
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workers~

By now) however, the ·pattern 9£ joint negotiations

for the Eleven Western States on all issues., line. and pick- up
and delivery, was becoming clear. At the. time of the acceptance
on May 28 by the employer representatives and the uniori
representatives of the May 2 7 Wage Settlement~ it was agreed
that the employer representatives would appear at the Western
Conference of T ea.rns ter s meeting (June 2 5, 19 58) in Seattle
for the purpose of seeing whether or not a final agreement
for the Eleven Western States could be arrived at.
In the meantime there were two or three meetings betw"een

the. Utah locals and the Interm?untain Opera tors League. These

took place June 6 to 8. Out of these meetings came a proposal
addressed by L. H. Callister for the Intermountain Operators
Le~gue to Fullmer H. Latter as Secretary of Joint Council
No~ 67 (R. 0075). In his letter Mr. Callister· stated that ·he
was submitting ·therewith ua 'proposal which is in accordance··

with the recent understanding arrived at between

JOUf

repre~

1entatives and the fepresentatives of the employers at San
F;.ancisco, California/ ·meaning of· coursej the A'iay 21 Wage
Settlement Agreement. (Italics ours) . His 1etter stated specifi.cally, nWe refer to such matter No. 6 which is contained
in said Agreement and which provides a.s follows: UtahIdaho pick-up and ·delivery to convert to 40 hour week equitably
( 39 cents) ~ ~' Here a gain Mr. Callister is referring specifica 11y
to Item No. 6 of the Wage Settlement~· May 27~ 195ft He
continued, ~~we also refer you to such matter No. 2 which
is as follows: Jn all agreements the rates shall be increased
by ten cents per hour on May 1~ 19 58~ May 1 ~ 19S9 and May
1, 1960.~
Here _again Mrr Callis~er i5 referring to the Wage
Settlement~May 27, 1958 (R. 0075).
1

t

n
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The enclosed proposal (R. 00 76, I tern No. 1) stated t!Jat
~!he new Master Agreement shall cover or supplement .all
local agJeements and in any conflict between the new_ Master
an.d supplemental agreements (and Masters . whi~ apply
thereto) the provisions of the new Master shall _govern.'' We
find no evidence that tb ere were negotiations at the 1ocal level
dealing with the Master Agreement for pick-up and delivery
\V() r ker s.
~-f r. Callister's proposal on behalf of the I [.lter.
mountain Operators League was accepted in .part in that the
workers voted to accept the employersJ plan for ~educin~ the
~·~ekly hours (Item. ~o. 6~ Wage Settl.ement~May 27, 1958)
The tnembers, however~ advised their representatives that there
should be an increase in the hourly rates over those submitted
in the proposal (R. o·1s2). Here then \ve have the local unions
a.r:td the f n tcrmountain Opera tors League~ in spite t?f. the
absence of any power of attorney ~· ith reference to the pick:--up
and .deliv'ery workers~ accepting the Eleven Western States
Wage Settlement-May 27, 1958~ as the ~asis for further
negotiations at the local leveL This apparent acceptance of the
res ~It of an Eleven Western Stat cs proposal, that i~ the May
2 7 Wage Settlement and the negotiation at the local level of
the stc ictl y local problem~ outlines the picture of what a ppar4

r

entl y was general Iy happening in tb e negotiations. These local

negotiations had tb e effect of implementing \V hat had been done
on the Eleven Western States basis and did not detract from
the general picture of Eleven Western States negotiations.

On June 2 5~ 19 58 (a£ ter the votes of the locals on the
long-line and local drayage issues were tabulated) the employer
representatives for the Eleven Western States (it must be
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remembered that these representatives appeared for the employers on both the long -line and pick-up and deli very issues)
met with the union representatives at the Seattle. meeting of
the Western Con f ere nee of Teamsters. At that meeting they
were informed by Mr~ Hoffa that some of the terms for pick-up
and delivery workers were not satisfactory. In spite of the fact
that the rna j ority of the vote of the membership in the locals
in the Eleven Western States had approved the long-line proposals of the May 27 Wage Settlement, there appears t~ have
been no .attempt at the Seattle meeting to reach a final agreement on the long-line contracts. Instead~ the record shows
( R. 0243) that most of the meeting time was concerned v:ith
the discussion of the problems of the local pick-up and delivery
agreements+ The employers were apparently arguing that they
had been negotiating on pick-up and delivery issues on an
Eleven Western States basis and that, therefore, the vote of
the local unions on the pick-up and delivery issues which were
submitted in the May 27 Wage Settlement shouid be tabulated on the basis of the vote of the total local pick-up and
de livery membe'rship rather than on the basis of the ·acceptance
or refusal by the individual locals. The unions took the position
that there had been no agreement at the beginning of ne gotiations that the local pick~up .and delivery votes would be
so tabulated and that the Eleven Western States n·egotiating
comm.ittees did not on June 2 5~ 19 58~ have the authorization
to so tabu Ia te the votes~

It was apparent to the employers that at least some of the
locals would ask for better terms than were contained in the
May 27 Wage Settlement. There was no meeting of minds at

Seatde.
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After the Seattle meeting it was obvio~ to the

employers··

~at they we~e going to be subjecte~ to pressur~s- by the different·

locals which wo~ld ~hange th~ p~tt~rn of the May 27 Wage
Settlement proposal. At t~e time of the S~attle meeting it" was
also apparent that there coulq be no final agreemcri t on the
long -line lvlaster and sup pletnents which were neg6tiated on
an Eleven \\l" estern States basis until such time as the loca-l
pic k- up and delivery issues 'v ere settled~ In £act~ at Seattle the
employers \\-"ere. advised that if the Wage Settlement provisions
of th~ May 27 proposal were !tsweetened~' with .referepce to

pi4·up anc! delivery worker.s then the long-lin~ workers
expected to receive that nsweetening~'

1

The unions in, their testimony, of course, point
out that
.
they v.?ere bound by the vote on the- long-line agreements and
could not enforce .such ~sweetening. j' As we will see later
l

t

however, when an agreement on the issue of pick-up and
delivery workers was affected the long-line agreement was
nsweetened." The employers in refusing to forma.lly accept
the long-line Master and supplements until the pick-up and

delivery issues were settled apparently recognized that there
would be an attempt on the part of the unions to obta:ln better
terms either on a local or joint council or Eleven Western
States basisr That was made clear to them at Seattle~

Subsequent to the Seattle meeting Local 70 in Oakland,
California, went on strike .and gained a substantial wage in·
crease over and above the provisions of the May 27 Memo·

ran dum (R. 02 42) ~ After the successful Oakland strike~
Joint Council 38 in California gave notice to the employers
in that area that they wanted equality with Oakland ( R~ 0242~
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R. 0243) and demanded what they referred to as ·~oakland
Parity.'· Joint Council 38 no ti fi. ed the employers in their area
that they were going to strike local pick-up and delivery workers and dock hands (R. 0245) The employers shortly thereafter on August 4, 1958, through Mr. E. A. Gritch~ \'ice Chairman of the Western States Employers' Negotiating Com·
roi t tee~ notified Joint Council 6 7 and other joint councils in the
Eleven Western States that \~' i th reference to the strike threat
by the local unions of Joint Counc.ll 38 in California the
employer groups in the Eleven Western States would consider
that a ·~strike against one would be a strike against all'' ( R.
+

0130)~

After the Gritch telegram and prior to .August 11~ 19 58~
the date of the strike of Joint Council 38, the .\Vestern
States Employers~ Negotiating Committee met with the committee of the Over~the-Road or Li nc Drivers~ Negotiating
Committee in San Francisco. The llnion committee requested
that the emp Ioyer s permit the line drivers affiliated with Joint
Council 38 unions to continue to· ~vork and to pull loads
into and out of any local union affiliated with Joint Council
3B. This the employers refused to do; and reiterated their
position that a -strike· against one was a strike against all.
On August 11, 19 58, Joint Council 38 called .a strike~
and the employers in a] I of the Eleven Western States generally

began a curtailment of operations (R. 023 7). Subsequent to
the 5trike and duFing the stalema. te someone proposed a meeting
.in Washingtont D. Cr~ of all interested parties with the result
that a· committee of union representatives which was apparentl y unofficial and did not follow the membership of the
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Eleven Western. States joint committees went to Washington,
D.C., with a committee of employer represen~atives. Woxw.
berg, the Chairman of the ~ong- Line Commi.tt~e~ did not go
because he argued that the long-line issues are generally
settled and that any further negotiations on those issues should
be held in the West.
. The meetings in Washington, D. C., were, therefore,
primarily confined to negotiations on the various .pick-up and
d~livcry problems] and the committee succeeded in working
out a solution and a fortnula for each area with the
result. that
.
all of the local pick~u p and delivery problems were concl~ ded.
The union representatives and employer representatives initialed or signed the memorandum of the understandings, and
the meeting ~vas adjourned and was reconvened in San Franctsco ..

At the tn eeti n g 1n San Francisco tb e ~ ~ sweeteningt' which
was arrived at in Washington with reference to the cost of
living formu Ia for the pick- up and delivery workers was granted
to the line workers (R. 0245-R. 0246). With the final agreement
\Vhich was reached by the joint negotiations in W ashingto.n
a.nd San Francisco~ the work stoppage in the Eleven Western
States· ended, and operations were resumed on September 17
and 18~ 1958.
Considering all of the events as they actually happened,
we have the picture of the long-line negotiating as a committee
\v· i th full power of attorney to so negotiate up until the time
when· the long-line Master Agreement v..Tas arrived at There-

after the proposed settlements were reached not by the official
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long-line conunittee but by an unofficial committee of em~
ployers and empl oyecs. We also have the picture of the local
dray.age committee for the Eleven Western States having power
of attorney from some 6 5 or 70 per cent of the locals to
negotiate for those locals on pick-up and delivery workers'
and in spite of those powers of attorney the employers refused
to negotiate with _that committee~ What did happen~ of course,
was that the aforementioned unofficial committee actually
worked· out the May 27 Wage Settlement proposal~ the te.ttus
of which applied to both the long· line workers and the pick-up

and deliverr workers.
The further negotiations \v hich took place both· in Utah
and in other jurisdictions used the proposed Wage Settlement
of May 27 as the basis_ £or further negotiations+ The issue of
(On tin uance of operations after the A pri 1 30 date v,;T as carried
out as a result of joint negotiations .and not as a result of any
local negotiat_ing.
· What was earlier apparent to the employers became
especially obvious when they v.rere · informed at the meeting
of the ·western Conference of Teamsters in Seattle that some
of the proposals of the May 27 Wage· Settlement were not
acceptable. The whole picture of the negotiations was that
contract settlements
were contingent upon the settlement of
.
all issues in all joint councils in the Eleven Western States~ It
became ob~ ious to the employers that the unions apparently
intended to strike joint council by joint council if that was
necessary to obtain better" terms than were offered in ·the May
27 Wage Settlement propo~al. The employers retaliated by
closing down their operations in the -Eleven Western States~
~
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The· evidence in the record would have. supported· no
de~ision
other than that
..

which. d isqualifie~ the cl a.ir.hants from.
receiving unemployment compensation benefits.
·
Only after all basic issues~ Line and Local Drayage~ \vere
wo.rke.d out was there any evidence of .final. agreemer:-t betw~en
the parties which coul_d ·be construed as binding. A·. conclusion
that tpe strike of Joint Council 38 was independent of and
could not directly afl ect negotiations in the Eleven Western
States would be founded on only part of the facts.
The facts found by the Appeals Referee as supported by
the findings of the Board of Review reflect the record and the
evidence.

•

POINT TWO
THE LTJ\'f.MPLOYMENT OF THE CLAIMANTS HEREW
IN. WAS DCE TO A STOPPAGE OF WORK WHICH EXw
ISTED BECAUSE OF A STRIKE INVOLVING THEIR
. GRADE) CLASS OR GROUP OF WORKERS AT THE FACTORY OR ESTABLISHMENT AT WHICH THEY WERE
LAST EMPLOYED.
The issue involved is whether the claimants should be
disqualified from receiving unemployment compensation benefits under the provisions of Section 35· 4-5 (d) , Utab Code

Annotated, 1953 . This statute provides:
"'An individual shall be ineligible for benefits or for
purposes of establishing a. waiting period:
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'~ (d)

For any week in which it is found by the Commission that his unemployment is due to a stoppage
of work which exists because of a strike involving his
grade, class, or group of wq rkers at the factory or
estaplishment at which he is or was last employed.
.

t~

.

upo1;1 i~vestigat.ion) shall
find that a .strike has been fomented by a worker of
any employer, none of the workers of the grade, class~
or . group of workers of the individual who is found
to be a. party of such plan~ or agreement to foment a
strike, shall be eligible for bene£ ts . ;. . ~
(

1) If the

Commission~

j

.The a ppel~ant_s contend that none of the applicants were
members of any grade, class or group of workers who engaged
in a strike and that none of the applicants were workers of
the establishment where a strike occurred~ They also contend
that the work stoppage involved ~esulted from an economic
weapon which the employer created and imposed upon the
applicants.
Essen tia_ll y this is a question of whether or not the facts
in tbis case bring it within the purview of earlier decisions
this Court in the cases of Olaf Nelson Construction Company:;

of

et

al, vs. Industrial Commission~ 243 P 2d 951, 121 Utah 525,

and .Teamsters~ Cha u.ffeurs & Helpers of America, et al, vs.

Orange Traosportation Company~· et al, 296 P 2d 291, 5 Utah
2d 45. In those cases the Court laid down the principle that
where workers are arrayed on one side .against management
on th~ other side in m~1 ti ple bargaining organi za tions ~ the ,.
Court will look to see whose conduct is really responsible for
the work· stoppage.
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In the case of Olo£ Nelson Construction Company vs.
Industrial Commission supra J the Court stated:

.-='Our conclusion in this c.ase is that the sounder view
is to recognize these large scale bar gaining unit~ as
the groups involved \\:ithin the meaning of the Employment Security Act. Their number and scope are
increasing. Both labor and management have seen :fit
to resort to such a device for a uniform expedient
means of negotiating their agreements. There is no
dispute that the economic sanction of the A. F. of L.
in this case was directed against the entire employer
a.ssociatiort. The strike was cailed for and on behalf
of every employee covered by the agreement. It; there·
fore, directly involved all these claimants at each particular place of employment at which they were last
employed. The strike 'vas fomented by claimants_
through their duly au thor ized · union repr esen ta tives.
They are members of the group \vhich gained ·a raise
in wages because of the strike and are parties to the
scheme or plan to foment it ... ~,

Ref erring to the California. cases of McK.i nley vs~ Califorrua Stabilization CommissionJ 34 Cal. 2 d 2 38, 209 P 2d
602, and Bunnyts Waffle Shop vs. California Employment
Commission, 24 Cal. 2d 735, 151 P 2d 224, this Court said:
~1-Considera tion

of these two California cases em.pha ~

sizes. the fact tha. t where a multi-unit employer group
is bound together to bargain collectively ~· ith Ia bo r
unions if a work stoppage is brought about by action
of the employers in putting economic pressure on the
employees, the latter are eligible for unemployment
com pen sa tion benefits; if a work stoppage occurs as a
result of a strike by any of the employees for the benefit
of all~ aimed at all of the em players, then all of the
employees are ineligible.~~
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Justice Crockett stated:
4

ot I thjnk that principle is sound and should be
squarely approved by us so that both labor and management will know that he who first resorts to the use
of work stoppage a.s a means of putting on economic
pressure to settle a dispute will be chargeable with
the responsibility of having done so.
~~Thus

the critical fact to be determined is ·whether
the ·conduct of labor or management is the primary
and initiating ca. use of the work stoppage or as phrased
by Mr. Justice Schauer in the McKinley case: ' . . .
it was proper to re Ia te responsibility for the work
stoppage to the party who created its actual and directly
impelling cause,~'

Just.lc:e

Crocket~ cQQ tinued:

t.'Under the circumstances here shown it is indisputable that although this strike and pj.cketing was actually
carried on against tv.ro firms only~ it was authorized
by the union ~s an economic weapon to put pressure
on all of the em player.s £or the benefit of all of the
employees with respect to negotiation of tb e Master
contract~!'
·

otOnce the entire group of employers~ A. G. Cr, became bound in a .contract for collective bargaining with
the entire group of employees (Six Basic ~rafts), then
!

these two groups, insofar as their relationship to each
other concerning bargaining for wages) hours and work
conditions under the Master contract was concerned~
became as single units~ one group to deal collectively
with the other group. That is the negotiation which
was being carried on and with respect to which the
dispute arose which gave rise to the work stoppage we
are concerned with. It is clear beyond a doubt that
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II

the union \Vas the collective bargaining representative
of thcs e claimants; that it authorized ·and ordered this
strike. against the t~.ro employers .as an econon;:J.c_ weapon
against aJ 1 of the employers to force a vv:age incr~ase
for all of the workmen in the Six Basic Crafts; that
the claimants were members of the grade, class,· or
group' for whom the strike was called; that the strike
was attended by success and that the claimants benefit
therefrom along with the striking employees and all
other V{Orkmen employed by the A. G. c . n
t

In the 0 lof Nelson Construction Company case supra~ the
Court said~ speaking of the ~a~te.r of tb e statu tory language
~e~ling with place of employment:

"But the Legislative intent to determine the eligibility of claimants for unemployment compensation
does not seem to limit the disqualification provision
to cases ~There strikes exist at the particular factories
· or establishment where claimant was employed.!~
The Court then concluded that the place of employment

of all claimants involved in multi pie bargaining ~ould) in the
event a strike was calJed at the premises of one or more employers be included ln the overall term~ place of employment.~~
't

For purposes of clarity and in order that we might
better compare the facts in the Olof Nelson Construction Com·
pan y case supra with the £acts in the instant case to determine·
whether or not the rule of Olaf Nelson case should .applyJ
V~t· e herewith set out a com pa.rison of those £acts.

In the Olo f Nelson case the Associated General Contractors had his to ricall y and in the case at hand bar gained
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as a unit with the Building Trades Council as a unit which
tepresented the Six Basic Crafts of the building trades workers.
The Secretary of the Building Trades Council representing the
Six Basic Crafts advised the Association by Jetter of the union~ s
desire to open the wage provision of the · '49· 51 contract., .

The Six Basic Cta.f ts bar gained coli ecti ve Iy for what appeared
to be at least six cliff erent wage structures
r

In arriving ·at the 19 55-19 58 contract~ the Intermountain
Operators League bargained for the Utah employers who were
engaged in th-e:; trucking industry with Joint Council 67 in
organization of teamster locals in Utah and Idaho. The record
shows, however, that uniform agreements for the line workers
in
195 5-195 8 contracts were at rived ·a.t on an Eleven Western
States basis after the agreements for the local drayage workers
had been arrived at on a Joint Council basis+

the

In the instant case the unions banded together with the
announced intent of bargaining throug~ two joint Eleven
.
.
Western States negotiating commi ttees-----tJn e for the long-line
workers and the other for the local drayage workers. These
two Eleven Westem States union committees proceeded to
inform all of the employers in the Eleven Western States that
they would soon receive notice of intent to terminate the 195 51958 agreements for all teamster employees ·m the Eleven
Western States. Subsequent thereto the representatives of the
joint councils gave formal notice to the employers in . writing
of their intent to terminate the agreementsr The facts are clear
that the Eleven Western States employers formed ·a com-
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mittee representing the employers in that area for the purpose
of bargaining '\\t"ith the lqng~line committee on an Eleven
~estern States basis. Although a rna j ority of the local unions
gave power of attorney to the Eleven Western States unjon
C?ffi!Dittee to bargain for them) the employers would not in
their separate leagues or as an Eleven Western States. orgari1~
zation agree in the beginning of the negotiations · to work as
a unit v.,ri th reference to 1ocal drayage issues.
At the commencement of the negotia.tionst then). we. had
a change in the long-line 1;vorker area to ~ear -cut, Eleven
Western States multi-unit bargaining. This was not immediately true "\Vi th reference to the local drayage negotiations
\vhich did not at any time chrysta.lize into specific, formal legally
. authorized lnu 1ti- unit bargaining. The events show, however~
that cotnmencing on or about May 27 the primary negotiation:s
(except for a few league and joint council meetings at State
levels on wage issues) on
the long~line issues .and the
drayage issues were conducted on an Eleven W e:s tern States
basis by unoffjcial committees of employers and unions.

?nth

The May 27 Wage Settlement proposal was arrived at on
an Eleven Western States basis and \vas submitted to all locals

for their vote. The employer representatives met with the
unions at the . Western Conference of Teamsters
in Seattle and
.
dis c:us sed pr lmaril y the unsettled issues of the l~al drayage
workers on .an Eleven Western States basis. The employers
were· informed at that time by the unions that certain terms
of the proposed ~·age settlement were unsatisfactory on an
Eleven Western States basis
L
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In the 01 of Nelson case the untons were asking for
the revising of the wage scales upward for the different crafts.
In the instant case the two Eleven Western States joint
union committees for the long -line and local drayage workers
notified the employers that they v..rere asking for an Eleven.
W e,ste rn States Master Agreement covering all line workers
and an Eleven Western States Master Agreement covering local
drayage workers and for wage increases. Many ·of
recom"
mended p.tovisions a.ppl y to both line 'vo ~ kers a.nd local dray age
workers.

the

In the Olaf ~elson case the formal bargaining unit of the
employers continued throughout to negotiate with the formal
bargaining unit of the workers.
In the instant case the org~nized employer committee of
the Eleven Western States negotiated with the formally cons_tituted long~line committee but refused in the beginning to
negotiate with. the f omally constituted ]ocal drayage committee
for the Eleven Western States. Then when negotiations broke
down on the long-line supplements an unofficial committee
of employers and ·union representatives proceeded. to negotiate
a recommended settlement for all of tbe locals in the Eleven
Western States and both tb cit long-line and drayage workers.
In the Olaf Nelson case no agreement was reached and
the operations of two 'employers were struck by the unions
to gain the wage demands which were made for the Six Basic
Crafts.
In the instant case the long-line workers voted to accept
the terms of the May 27 Wage Settlement and although some
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11!1

of the local drayage wotkers voted to accept those terms, others
voted to reject them. Consequent! y no general agreement was
arrived at and the Cinployers were informed that some of !he
tcn!ls ~·ere not satisfa~ory. At this point Joint· Council· 38
ostensibly acting for itself and the locals comprising its membership announced that it was striking its employers to obtain
a wage settlement over and abo"ve that of the May 27·Wage
Settl en~ en t proposal~

In the 0 lQf Kelson case prior to the time ·of the strike
the two etnployers the Associated General Contractors i~
formed the Duild.iri.g Trades Council that the c~npioyets would
consider tb at a strike again.st one was a· strike against all. ·

of

Prior to the strike of Joint Council 38, the employ~rs --~
representing the Eleven Western States informed Joint Council
38 and the other unions in the EJ even Western States that a
strike against one would be considered a strike against alL
On or about the same time the employers stated that they
wouLd shut down all of their operations in the Eleven Western
States and that they would not permit the: long -line drivers
to ·pull loads. in and out of the Joint Council 38 areas.
In the Olof Nelson case) after the strike negotiations were
continued between the Associated General Contractors and
the Six Basic Crafts and from these negotiations came the

settlement which ended the work stoppage .
ln the instant case negotiations were continued in Wash"
ington, D.C., between an unofficial group representing tbe
Eleven Western States employers and an unofficial group
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representing the local drayage workers in the Eleven Western

States. Out of these negotiations came the settl ement of a.ll
the issues affecting all of the 1ocal drayage workers in the
Eleven Western States. The· cost. of living gains which were
obtained for .the local drayage workers were shortJ y thereafter
given to the long-line workers. The local members .approved
the negotiated terms and the. work stoppage ended.
Looking back at the facts,· then, we find two areas tn

which there seems to be a difference betw-een the facts in the
0 lof Nelson case and the instant case~ First of these is that
in the Olaf Nelson case there was, as we pointed out~ _a clearcut
establishment of bargaining units~ while in the instant cas~
the units which did the primary bargaining were unofficially
representing the Eleven Western States. We think that the
unofficial character of the bar gaining cop1p1ittees did f~:Ot
essen tia.ll y lessen the basic Eleven Western States _na tute of
the ~argaining which was conducted. We se~. no evidence in

the record tha~ there. was ever apy departure from the union
intent to obtain Master Agree~ents covering the long-line and
local drayage workers in all of the Eleven Western ·states. In
fact~ there is no indication . that thete ~as ever any bargaining
at the joint council or local levels in connection ·Vltth the Master
Agreements. The only evidence of ba~ gaining at the 1oca~
levels was with reference to wages, and in the case of Utah the
conversion to the 40-hour week which was outlined tn the

May 27

proposa~ .

The second point or apparent difference is that in the 0 lo f
Nelson case there was an announced intention on the part of
the unions to strike in order to gain the requested wage terms
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•
for the entire indus try, whereas Joint Council 38 annoWiced
its intention. of striking 1n order to· gain certain wage advantages
for· tb e n;tembers of Joint Counci_l 38. In light, ~ow ever, of
the entire negotiating picture the stri~e of Joi.tlt ·council 38
must necessarll y be construed as an economi( pressure move,
the ultimate result of \vhich would be a gain for" all 'W-orker&
in"the.Eleven Western States of wage terms more tavorable than
tqose set forth in the IVfay 2 7 wage proposal. In fact, . that is
exactly what did happen. As we pointed out~ joint negotiations
took place in Washington, D.C.~ and a settlement was· reached.
It is o bvio'us that the ernplayers~ being fully a ~. are of the facts
of. life, recognized that with first the Oaklan~ strike .and then
the strike of Joint Council 38 the employers 'vere be.iri.g ~~single
shottcd,'' the u 1tim ate result of ~hich would continue the
di~ pute in the ~1 even W cste rn States until substantially the
same wage settlements were reached for all workers· in the
E_l even \X/ estern States. In fact, starting with the joint release
of the May 2 7 Wage Settlement proposal and the position of
the Western Confe.rcnce of Teamsters at the Seattle meeting
and the refusal of the employers to put the long-line agreements into effect at the time they were infor~ed of the majority .vote of the unions there cauld not be a return to the
fo rm~l sys tern of joint council negotiations, at least . with
respect to bargaining on the 195 8 contract.
In the 0 lof Nelson case supra) this .Court, quoting from
the case of McKinley vs. California Stabilization Commission
supra, with approval stated:
~Other quotations

which emphasize the California
position are: ·It seems clear that under such industiy··
4
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}

wide single contract negotiation economic action by
either sidet whether a strike or lockout, would be considered by each of the parties as action against the
entire group struck or locked out. .
The selection
of a certain plant or plants for a shutdown by strike
at a particular time was a mere matter of strategy and
conduct of the trade dispute which equally involved
all of the bakeries and their employees. This, in effect,
applied the union's economic sanctions against each
employer and brought about the unemployment of
all of its members. Had the association acted first by
closing down one of the members plants and the union
followed ~vith a strike against all of the remaining
plants~ it would be equally clear that the volitional
act causing the unemployment was the initial shut+

down~ '

•

~~

It is d ea.r from the facts in the instant case starting with
the time of the May 2 7 proposal and the em ployerst unwillingness to enter into final agreement in the area of the long·
line workers until all of the issues for all of the wo t kers wete
settled that the volitional case laid down by the Court and the
Californja Court should be follov.red. The responsibility for

the work stoppage .should be related to the strike of Joint
Council 38 because it was the actual and directly impelling
cause of the strike whi·ch was extended to Utah workers following shutdown of operations on the part of all of the
employers in the Eleven Western States~

CONCLUSION
In conclusion we wish to point out that the instant case
arises under ... substantially similar £acts and circumstances as
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•
those of the Olof Nelson case supra and that it falls within
the volitional ·rule 1aid dO\Vn by this Court in· that ca.se.
The decision of the Industrial Commission shollld, therer
fore·, be affirmed~

Res pectfu 11 y submitted
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Attofn ey General
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